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For Escrow Officer Credit please email 
password and attendees names to 
ken.wrider@stewart.com for certificates 
(please do this as soon as possible and 
make sure the correct spelling of the name(s) 
is included as to how it should appear on the 
certificate). 
Attorneys e-mail bar card number to Ken 
Wrider for CLE credit.
Send to your training administrator if 
applicable.

ADDITIONAL HOUSEKEEPING INFORMATION

Because of recent opinions expressed by the Texas 
Insurance Department concerning rebates, legal credit is 
available only to attorneys who own title agencies, are 
employed by a title insurance agent or a Stewart 
entity. Fee attorneys who have an Escrow Officer 
license may also obtain CLE credit. We welcome any 
other lawyers to listen, but cannot provide continuing 
education credit to you. If you are claiming legal credit 
for this web conference, please provide in your email to 
Ken Wrider which category you are in. We regret any 
inconvenience but we must take reasonable steps to 
protect us and you from enforcement actions by the 
Insurance Department.
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Codes and Rules-2

CODE:  1001 or 1002 (“S.B.I. Bulletin #120”)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-3(B); Procedural Rule P-66(A)(6) 

--Source:  Texas Department of Insurance Bulletin No. 120 (1969)

--Different sellers to a common buyer:  Separately-calculated 
Owner’s Policy premiums are required, but premiums and sales 
prices can be combined to issue a single Policy.  Rule R-9 additional  
chain-of-title charges occur only within the separate transactions 
when applicable.

--Advantage:  Single Owner’s Policy allows issuance of a single 
simultaneous-issue Loan Policy covering all of the land involved.   

Codes and Rules-3

CODE:  1005 and 1205 (Pay-As-You-Go Single Issues)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-2(c), R-2(a); Procedural Rule P-8

--”Pay-As-You-Go” Single-Issue Owner’s Policy or Loan Policy:   
--must exceed $5,000,000 in Amount of Insurance;
--must include contemplated construction value (Owner’s) or 
construction funds (Loan);
--must  contain Rule P-8 exceptions PLUS the pay-as-you-go 
clause from Rule P-8; and
--must be the subject of Down-Date Endorsements.

Advantage:  Pro rata premium payments are payable over the 
period of construction as construction funds are drawn/advanced.



Codes and Rules-4

CODE:  1215 and 3215 (Pay-As-You-Go Simultaneous Issue)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-2(b); Procedural Rule P-8

--Pay-As-You-Go Simultaneous Owner’s Policy with Basic Rate Loan 
Policy:

--Same four requirements as single-issue Pay-As-You-Go 
Policies;
--Owner’s Policy is the simultaneously-issued Policy charged at 
$100.

--With both single-issue and simultaneously-issued Pay-As-You-Go 
Policies, the full remaining premium becomes immediately due to the 
title company if a premium installment and Down-Date Endorsement 
are missed by the lender.  

Codes and Rules-5

CODE:  1201 (Simultaneous, Loan Policy Exceeds Owner’s)
RULE:   Procedural Rule P-66(B)(3) & (B)(4); Rate Rule 

R-4 & R-5(B) 

--Interest coverage up to an additional 25% of principal is available 
for the Loan Policy, simply added to the Amount of Insurance in 
Schedule “A” at lender’s request.

--Interest does not have to be capitalized (negative amortization).  If 
the loan provides for negative amortization and the additional 
premium is paid, interest coverage is available by T-3 Endorsement.

--Simultaneous-issue premium cost is the difference between Basic 
Rate Premium calculated on the Loan Policy Amount of Insurance 
(up to 125% of principal) minus the premium being collected for the 
Owner’s Policy, plus $100.

Codes and Rules-6

CODE:  4001 through 4008 (Refinance Credits)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-8  

--To qualify:  One Loan Policy is being issued to fully take up, renew, 
extend or satisfy “an old mortgage(s) that is already insured by a 
[Loan] Policy(ies).”

--Home Equity Loans do qualify for refinance credits:  Pay-off 
and release = “satisfaction”.

--Refinance credit does NOT apply when the new Loan Policy will 
cover any property not insured by the “original policy(ies)”.

--Individual loans on multiple different properties being 
consolidated into one new loan covering all properties?



Codes and Rules-7

Refinance Credits continued:

--Credit calculation is limited to the original principal amount if the 
current payoff of principal + interest exceeds the original principal.

--One existing loan being refinanced into two new ones:  Refinance
credit  figured on the entire balance is applied to the first-lien Loan 
Policy, while the second-lien Policy is charged at full Basic Rate.

Codes and Rules-8

CODE: 3200 (First- & Subordinate-Lien Loan Policies)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-7  

--Applies to two or more Loan Policies being issued in one 
transaction  on the same collateral property with no Owner’s Policy.

--Owner Policy is being issued in the transaction?  Multiple 
Loan Policies must be charged under Rate Rule R-5.

--Premium calculation and charges: 
--First-lien Loan Policy:  Basic Rate charged on the 
total of the liability amounts for all Loan Policies.
--Each subordinate-lien Loan Policy:  $5 flat charge.

Codes and Rules-9

CODE:  1250 (Multiple Owner Policies on Same Land)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-21

--Authorizes simultaneous issue of a “Warrantor’s Policy” (Owner’s 
Policy) to a seller in tandem with an Owner’s Policy to the same 
seller’s purchaser.

--Both are written in the amount of the sales price in the current
buy/sell transaction.  Premium charges:

--Warrantor’s Policy to the seller = Full Basic Rate calculated 
on the sales price.
--Owner’s Policy to the purchaser = 30% of full Basic Rate 
calculated on the sales price (i.e. 70% discount).  



Codes and Rules-10

CODE: 1350 (Simultaneous Owner’s and  Leasehold Policies)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-22

-- Authorizes simultaneous issue of a fee simple Owner’s Policy and 
a Leasehold Owner’s Policy in the same transaction.

--This simultaneous Leasehold Owner’s Policy can cover less 
property than the fee simple Owner’s Policy, but not more.

--Charge for the Leasehold Owner’s Policy is 30% of the Basic 
Rate Premium calculated for the fee simple Owner’s Policy.

Amount of Insurance for the Leasehold Owner’s Policy is still 
the insured’s choice under Procedural Rule P-66(A)(2).   

Codes and Rules-11

CODE:  1200, 1202, 1230, 3210, 3280, 3290 (Simultaneous 
Owner’s and Loan Policies)

RULE:  Rate Rule R-5

--To qualify:  1) Owner’s and Loan Policies must bear the same 
date; 2) the lien insured by the Loan Policy must appear as an 
exception in Schedule “A” of the Owner’s Policy; and 3) land 
covered by the Loan Policy must be all or part of what is covered by 
the Owner’s Policy and not other land.

--Result No. 1:  If its Amount of Insurance is equal to or less than the 
Owner’s Policy, the charge for the Loan Policy is $100. 

Codes and Rules-12

Simultaneous Owner’s and Loan Policies continued:

--Result No. 2:  If the Amount of Insurance in the Loan Policy 
exceeds the Owner’s Policy, the charge is $100 plus the difference 
between Basic Rate Premiums calculated for the Loan Policy 
amount versus the Owner’s Policy amount.   

-- The Additional Collateral Problem:
--WRONG approach:  One Loan Policy with additional 
collateral included (more land than the Owner’s) for $100 plus 
a Rule P-9 additional chain-of-title charge (wrong, wrong!).
--RIGHT approach:  With one note and one Deed of Trust, 
divide the lender’s coverage into two Loan Policies, one on the 
purchased land and one on the additional-collateral land.



Codes and Rules-13

CODE:  0010 (Additional Chains of Title)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-9

--Applies when land being insured in a single Policy is owned by a
single owner at time the order is placed and consists of:

(1)  lots in different subdivisions (first plat is “free”, and each 
additional plat is a Rule R-9 charge (MBR, currently $229);
(2)  non-contiguous acreage tracts (first tract is “free”, and each 
additional non-contiguous tract is an R-9 charge);
(3)  land in more than one county (first county is “free” , and 
each additional county is an R-9 charge).

--Also applies when lots in a common subdivision or contiguous 
tracts  are owned by different owners in the same transaction. 

Codes and Rules-14

Selected Rule R-9 Examples:

(1)   Seller conveys to Purchaser 5.00 acres plus a new access 
easement over seller’s adjacent land.  R-9 charge applies?  No.  
Seller owned both tracts when the title insurance order was placed. 

(2) Seller conveys to Purchaser 5.00 acres plus an access 
easement over a neighbor’s land obtained 10 years ago.  R-9 
charge applies?  No.  Seller held title to both the 5.00 acres and the 
easement when the title insurance order was submitted.

(3) Borrower’s Deed of Trust will cover two contiguous lots, each 
lying in a different platted subdivision.  R-9 charge applies?  Yes.  
Different plat-recording references mean different chains of title 
under Rule R-9.

Codes and Rules-15

CODE:  0211 (Assignment of Mortgage Endorsement a/k/a 
Assignment of Lien Endorsement)

RULE:  Procedural Rule P-9(b)(2); Rate Rule R-11(a)

-- The Form T-3 Assignment of Lien Endorsement (Endorsement 
Instruction No. III in Section II, Basic Manual) is available to private 
lenders when the Loan Policy covers land other than one-to-four-
family residential property.  This Endorsement:

(1)  changes the Named Insured to the assignee’s name; 
(2)  is dated as of the filing of the Assignment of Lien;
(3)  changes the effective date of the endorsed Loan Policy to 
the date of the Endorsement (i.e. requires updated tax 
information AND check-to-date of title);
(4) excepts to superior intervening recorded matters; and
(5)  costs Minimum Basic Rate (currently $229).



Codes and Rules-16

CODE:  0890 (Access Endorsement)
RULE:  Procedural Rule P-54; Rate Rule R-30

--By its terms, a stand-alone Form T-23 Access Endorsement is 
available only for land actually abutting the  public street or road 
identified in the Endorsement.  How to affirmatively insure access for 
non-abutting land that relies on an intervening private easement to 
reach the public street/road?  Combine two different Endorsements:

(1) a T-25 Contiguity Endorsement ($100) insuring that a 
boundary of the dominant tract is contiguous with a boundary 
of the access easement; AND

(2) a T-23  Access Endorsement ($100) insuring that the 
access easement abuts the public street or road.

Codes and Rules-17

CODE:  0810 (Environmental Protection Lien Endorsement)
RULE:  Procedural Rule P-9(b)(9); Rate Rule R-11(g)

--Loan Policy only: The Form T-36 Environmental Lien Endorsement 
($25 premium) is available for loans secured by “land used or be 
used primarily for residential purposes.”

--Category of eligible land is broader than “residential real 
property” as defined under Procedural Rule P-1(u).

--Covers both improved and unimproved land for all forms of 
housing, including hotels and multi-family apartment projects 
with lesser amounts of space devoted to non-residential uses.   

Codes and Rules-18

CODE:  0030 and 0040 (ICB Credits on Policies)
RULE:  Procedural Rule P-16; Rate Rule R-13

--“Mortgagee Title Policy Binder on Interim Construction Loan” (a/k/a 
Binder a/k/a ICB):

--ICB is available for loans made entirely or partly to finance 
construction of “improvements” (purchase money or refinance 
may also be included with construction funds);

--ICB is NOT available for subdivision development or 
infrastructure loans (see TDI Bulletin No. 136 dated 5/2/1972);

--Further qualifications:  Construction loan borrower must be 
the same person/entity as the owner of the covered land AND 
as the general contractor for the construction project; loan 
documentation cannot include a Mechanic’s Lien Contract.   



Codes and Rules-19

ICB Credits on Policies continued:

--ICB Credits on subsequent Owner’s and Loan Policies:

--Credit is NOT available when the ICB covers land other than 
one-to-four-family residential property.

--Credit can be applied only within one (1) year of the original 
IBC “Date of Binder” (excluding effect of ICB extensions).

--Credit is 50% of the ICB premium (currently a $114.50 credit).

--Credit is applied to the first Policy issued, whether Owner’s or 
Loan on all or part of the land covered by the ICB.   

Codes and Rules-20

CODE:  3230, 3240 (Credits, Subsequent-Issue Loan Policies)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-6(a) and R-6(b)

--Prior-policy credit may apply when a Loan Policy is issued after-
the-fact on an existing Deed of Trust:

--Qualifying premium credit applies regardless of amount of 
time elapsed since the prior Policy;

--Amount of Insurance is the outstanding principal balance on 
date of the new Policy;

--Date of Policy is any contemporaneous date through which 
examination of title and principal balance are both current.

Codes and Rules-21

Credits on Subsequent-Issue Policies continued:

--Insured Mortgage of the new Loan Policy must be the original Deed of 
Trust (no intervening renewal, extension, or rearrangement).

--Available credits (no time limits imposed!):

(1)  50% of Basic Rate when the prior Policy is an Owner’s 
Policy with a Schedule “B” exception to the Deed of Trust 
currently being insured; OR

(2)  30% of Basic Rate when the prior Policy is a Loan Policy 
covering the same Deed of Trust currently being insured. 



Codes and Rates-22

CODE:  3011  (Single-Issue Construction Loan “Final Policy”)
RULE:  Rate Rule R-18

--Allows for a heavily-discounted Loan Policy on the first refinance 
(“permanent loan”) of an insured construction loan.

--Construction loan must be covered by a Rule P-8(b) Loan 
Policy, not an Interim Construction Binder, but the Policy 
premium is NOT required to have been full Basic Rate.

--Current transaction must refinance the FULL balance of the 
construction loan, either by one new loan or by multiple new 
loans (usually two). 

Codes and Rates-23

Construction Loan “Final Policy” continued:

--When the refinance/permanent loan exceeds the construction loan,
there is no “stacking” of premiums:  Charge is Minimum Basic Rate 
(MBR, currently $229) OR the difference between premiums 
calculated on the two amounts, whichever is greater.

--Under the current $5.34/thousand rate for $100,001 to 
$1,000,000, this difference must exceed $42,884 before a 
premium larger than $229 is charged.

--When multiple new Loan Policies refinance the construction 
loan, coverage amounts are added together to determine if 
excess exists to generate a premium larger than MBR. 

Codes and Rates--24

Construction Loan “Final Policy” continued:

--Interesting features of Rule R-18:

--No time limit for its application;

--Final Loan Policy is not required to cover the same property 
as the construction Loan Policy;

--Change of land ownership between loans is immaterial; and

--New mid-construction loan can be covered by a second 
Rule P-8(b) Loan Policy charged at MBR, allowing still another
MBR Final Policy at the eventual permanent loan.
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THANK YOU!
For Escrow Officer Credit please email password and 
attendees names to ken.wrider@stewart.com for the 
certificate (please do this as soon as possible and make sure 
the e-mail includes the name(s) as it should appear on the 
certificate). Please be aware that due to TDI's strict policies on 
issuing credit, you must pay close attention to the password 
given at the end of the webinar as we are unable to give it out 
once the presentation has been terminated off of Webex.
Attorneys email bar card number to Ken Wrider for CLE credit
Next Texas TIPS Online December 20, 2012, “What To Do 
When You Find Fraud – Before, During, and After” – Using 
Real Examples by John Rothermel.
Questions/Comments?  Email fred.schraub@stewart.com
Visit www.stewarttexas.com for presentation materials within 
5 business days of the webinar


